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Comprehension (20 minutes, 15 points)Section ADirections: In this

section, you will hear nine short conversations between two speakers.

At the end of each conversation, a third voice will ask a question

about what was said. Both the conversation and the question will be

spoken only once. Choose the best answer from the four choices

marked A, B, C and D by marking the corresponding letter on the

ANSWER SHEET with a single line through the center. Example:

You will hear:You will read:A. At the office.B. In the waiting room.C.

At the airport.D. In a restaurant.Sample Answer A B C DFrom the

conversation we know that the two speakers are talking about

ordering food. This is most likely to have taken place in a restaurant.

Therefore, “In a restaurant” is the best answer. You should choose

D on the ANSWER SHEET and mark it with a single line through

the center.1. A. He works with many people. B. He becomes

unemployed. C. He doesn’t tell the truth. D. He doesn’t like his

job.2. A. The woman will not be a good student in her new area. B.

The woman shouldn’t major in engineering. C. The woman still

has to do a lot of math. D. The woman should learn more about

computer science.3. A. That other people would know about his

earnings. B. That Nancy did not think twice before she acted out. C.

That Mrs. Wallace would get too excited. D. That Nancy was not

apologetic about her mistakes.4. A. Sue has cheated him. B. Sue



looks down on him.C. Sue is bad-tempered. D. Sue has an ugly

nose.5. A. He is strong. B. He is big-nosed.C. He is careless. D. He is

determined.6. A. He thinks that people in the country are less

friendly.B. He thinks that people in big cities are more

materialistic.C. He thinks that people in the country are more

open-minded.D. He thinks that people in big cities are more

generous.7. A. She loves the businessman very much.B. She is only

after the businessman’s money.C. She and her husband have had a

quarrel.D. She is regretful about being separated.8. A. The house is

larger than others.B. The house has some additional rooms.C. The

cost of the labor has increased.D. The price of some material has

risen.9. A. Indignant. B. Sorrowful.C. Relieved. D. Nervous. Section

B:Directions: In this section, you will first hear a conversation and

then a talk. At the end of the conversation and the talk, you will hear

some questions. All of them will be read only once. After you hear a

question, you must choose the best answer from the four choices

marked A, B, C and D by marking the corresponding letter on the

ANSWER SHEET with a single line through the center. Questions

10 to 12 are based on the interview you have just heard.10. A.

Amusing. B. Tiring. C. Amazing. D. Frightening.11. A. Spanish or

English. B. Spanish and English. C. English. D. Spanish.12. A.

Because they maintain the essence of her singing. B. Because they

help publicize her new albums. C. Because the public want to see her

in person. D. Because the public like to see tricks on the

stage.Questions 13 to 15 are based on the talk you have just heard.13.

A. The Games have met their environmental goals. B. The Games



have caused lasting damages to the area. C. The Games did little to

protect the environment. D. The Games shouldn’t be held in Salt

Lake City.14. A. Sports competition. B. Cultural exchange. C.

Environmental protection. D. Economic development.15. A.

Building ski jumps farther away from the city. B. Planting more trees

around the fields. C. Developing better bus systems in the city. D.

Promoting the use of cleaner energy.Part II: Vocabulary (10 minutes,

10 points)Section ADirections: In this section there are fifteen

sentences, each with one word or phrase underlined. Choose the one

from the four choices marked A, B, C and D that best keeps the

meaning of the sentence. Then mark the corresponding letter on the

ANSWER SHEET with a single line through the center.16. The very

sight of the imposing buildings assured these tourists of the

significant changes in this city.A. instinctive B. impressive C.

institutional D. imaginary17. The accepted criteria of adequate diet

have been challenged by new discoveries in nutrition.A. formations

B. components C. standards D. ingredients18. Senior citizens are

advised to go in for some creative activities to keep themselves

mentallyyoung.A. search for B. invest on C. engage in D. work

out19. Presumable, excessive consumption of fried foods has serious

consequences as has been proved.A. Theoretically B. Practically C.

Incredibly D. Probably20. The sitting-room feels comfortable with

the fireplace shedding warm and faint light.A. giving off B. calling off

C. shaking off D. putting off21. The nasty language of local officials

makes them seem very ignorant and rude.A. artificial B. indecent C.

humorous D. lively22. We shouldn’t treat children as peers or



friends, but guide them in making their choices, even if it means with

some discipline.A. persuasion B. punishmentC. rewards D.

criticism23. Silk, although it is considered a delicate fabric, is in fact

very strong, but it is adversely affected by sunlight.A. soft B. sheer C.

fragile D. refined24.It is anticipated that this contract will

substantially increase sales over the next three years.A. apparently B.

slightly C. considerably D. steadily25. The new government

embarked upon a program of radical economic reform.A. initiated

B. producedC. adopted D. implemented26. In the accident three

men were trapped in a submerged vehicle, and their only hope was

another man whose legs were broken.A. wrecked B. burnt C.

overturned D. sunk27. Nearly eleven thousand people have been

arrested for defying the ban on street trading.A. criticizing B.

neglecting C. blaming D. disclosing28.There are some things in the

class the teachers will not put up with.A. tolerate B. contribute C.

resist D. prohibit29. Despite the dangers and difficulties in fighting

with the terrorists, the soldiers were resolute.A. defensive B.

aggressive C. stubborn D. firm30. Born in 1932, he retired as a

foreign correspondent for the Polish Press Agency in 1981, by which

time his three books had started to come out.A. be subscribed B. be

published C. be popular D. be written 100Test 下载频道开通，各
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